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 Welcome, Jessica Stembridge from Celeste Junior High.
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From: Karin Hendrickson 
To:  Kelsey
Subject: RE: hey 
Date: Wed 11 Feb 2009 03:10:12 PM -0600 View Header

Thank you for writing to me. We are very busy getting ready for the race. We have to ship out thousands of pounds
of food and equipment to the different checkpoints on the race, and it takes a long time to get everything ready.
There are lots of pictures on our website. I think it would be fun if you looked at all the dogs and picked your favorite.

Karin Hendrickson 
www.blueonblackdogs.com 

Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2009 15:03:05 -0600 
From: Kelsey
To: Karin 
Subject: hey 

I hope that Karin wins b/c she is the best out of all of them that I picked.
And I believe that you can do this race. The reason why I picked you is
because you are better then the ones that I picked after you keep it up.
You have good dogs that will help you through the nights and day that
you would need them and you would take care of them. I think that you
could do this everybody in my class believes in you it would be nice to
send me some pictures about you and your dogs I think that would be
cool to see.

*** This Email was sent by a student at Celeste Junior High in Celeste Independent School District. 
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